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ABSTRACT 

 
At earlier ICSC’s, ENTECH’s developments in photovoltaic 
concentrators for space and ground power systems have 
been presented.  Since ICSC-3, significant advances have 
been made in our Color-Mixing Lens/Multi-Junction Cell 
(CML/MJC ) concentrator technologies for both space and 
terrestrial applications.  For space applications, we have 
developed new protective lens coatings, new integral-
diode cells, and new deployment and support structures 
for our Stretched Lens Array (SLA), resulting in 
substantially higher performance metrics, greater 
durability, and improved cost effectiveness. For ground 
applications, we have continued the development of our 
CML/MJC next-generation concentrator systems, including 
long-term outdoor testing of a 1 kW CML/MJC terrestrial 
array.  We have also developed new point-focus cells with 
prismatic covers, and small mini-dome lens concentrator 
modules using these cells, as precursors for future high-
concentration CML/MJC terrestrial arrays. 

 
SPACE CONCENTRATOR TECHNOLOGY 

 
We have been working with NASA and other 

organizations on space concentrator technology for two 
decades [1].  Fig. 1 shows the evolution of our space 
concentrator array technology over this period.  Our first 
concentrator array to fly in space was the small mini-dome 

lens point-focus concentrator array, which operated at 50X 
with Boeing GaAs/GaSb mechanically stacked dual 
junction cells.  This array, which used thin silicone lenses 
with a UV-rejection coating, demonstrated the highest 
performance and lowest degradation rate of 12 advanced 
space photovoltaic technologies on the USAF-NASA 
PASP-Plus flight experiment, which flew in a high-radiation 
elliptical orbit [2].  This success led to the development of 
the 2.5 kW SCARLET  array on NASA’s Deep Space 1 
probe.  SCARLET performed flawlessly for the full 38-
month mission, which included successful rendezvous 
with an asteroid and a comet [3].  SCARLET used 720 
linear Fresnel lenses made of silicone with thin ceria-
doped glass superstrates for UV protection.  SCARLET 
was also the first array to power a spacecraft using 
monolithic triple-junction (GaInP/GaAs/Ge) cell technolo-
gy.  Note that for space applications, we moved from the 
50X point-focus mini-dome lenses to the 8X line-focus 
SCARLET lenses to improve manufacturability, lower 
mass, and simplify operational requirements. 

 
After the SCARLET success, we developed an ultra-

light descendent of SCARLET known as the Stretched 
Lens Array (SLA).  SLA offers all the performance benefits 
of SCARLET at drastically reduced mass, cost, and 
stowage volume.  As shown in Fig. 1, we have developed 
both rigid-panel and flexible-blanket versions of SLA [4-5].  
Fig. 2 shows the wide range of near-term space 
applications for SLA, and SLA’s unprecedented portfolio of 
performance metrics for these missions.   
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Fig. 1.  ENTECH Space Concentrator Evolution. 
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Fig. 2.  Near-Term Applications of SLA Technology. 



 

COLOR-MIXING LENS (CML) TECHNOLOGY 
 
Early in the development of the SCARLET array for 

Deep Space 1, we realized that normal Fresnel lens 
concentrators would not work well with monolithic multi-
junction solar cells, since chromatic aberration in the lens 
would cause currents to be generated at different lateral 
locations in the three junctions of the cell.  We worked with 
Dr. Sarah Kurtz of NREL to better understand the effects 
of chromatic aberration within the multi-junction solar cell, 
including modeling of the losses [6].  We then developed a 
simple new Fresnel lens design approach to overcome the 
chromatic aberration problem:  the color-mixing lens 
(CML) [7-8].  As shown in Fig. 3, the color-mixing lens 
employs a slight variation of the prism angle on every 
other prism in the lens, to overlap the shorter wavelengths 
converted by the top junction (GaInP) of the cell with the 
longer wavelengths converted by the middle junction 
(GaAs) of the cell.  Since there are many hundreds of 
such tiny prisms in the small space lens, this color-mixing 
is microscopic in nature, and precludes the need for 
secondary optics or precise lens-to-cell spacing control to 
work very effectively.  We first implemented this color-
mixing feature in our symmetrical-refraction lens for the 
SCARLET array.  For the past two decades, ENTECH has 
successfully used the transmittance-optimized, error-
tolerant, symmetrical-refraction lens without the color-
mixing feature in all of our space and ground concentrator 
systems [9].  The symmetrical-refraction lens uses a 
specific arch shape to maintain equality between the solar 
ray angle of incidence and the solar ray angle of 
emergence for each prism in the lens, as shown in Fig. 3.  
By adding the color-mixing feature, the symmetrical-
refraction lens provides an excellent optical concentrator 
for multi-junction cell systems of either line-focus 
(cylindrical lens) or point-focus (dome lens) applications.  
Both analyses and tests confirmed that the triple-junction 
cells for the SCARLET array on Deep Space 1 performed 
without any measurable chromatic aberration loss under 
the color-mixing lenses.  The flawless performance of 720 
color-mixing symmetrical-refraction lenses focusing onto 
3,600 triple-junction (GaInP/GaAs/Ge) cells in the 
SCARLET array validated the new CML approach. 

RECENT ADVANCES IN SPACE CONCENTRATORS 
 

We have recently made significant advances in our 
SLA technology, especially in lens protective coatings, 
triple-junction solar cells, and in the array deployment and 
support platform.  In the lens coating area, samples of 
coated silicone lens material were returned after four 
years of continuous exposure on the International Space 
Station (ISS), and the transmittance degradation was 
minimal from 0.4 microns to 1.8 microns, the response 
range for triple-junction solar cells [10].  Improvements in 
the coating process have also been made, resulting in a 
robust, flexible, crystal-clear coating that shows no 
transmittance degradation after more than 1,000 
equivalent sun hours of space ultraviolet exposure at 
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center [10].  Finally, 
successful application of relatively thick coatings (over 
1 micron) has been demonstrated, offering a greater level 
of protection against low-energy charged particles in high-
radiation orbits [10]. 

 
In the space triple-junction cell area, EMCORE has 

developed integral-diode concentrator cells for SLA, with 
12 such cells shown on a 100 mm Ge wafer in Fig. 4.  Two 
redundant integral bypass diodes are used with each SLA 
cell.  This new cell reduces SLA’s fully encapsulated 
photovoltaic receiver circuit width by 40%, compared to 
previous circuits using discrete bypass diodes, with 
substantial mass savings [11].   

 
Since there was some wasted area beyond the SLA 

cells on the wafer shown in Fig. 4, several small circular 
point-focus cells were also added to the mask set.  These 
cells are discussed later in the paper. 

 
For large space power arrays, a new platform has 

been adopted for the flexible-blanket version of SLA.  This 
platform is ATK Space Systems’ SquareRigger , a 
compact, ultra-light platform originally intended for thin-film 
solar cell arrays in space [11].  A 2.5 m x 5.0 m prototype 
SLA on SquareRigger (SLASR ) building block is shown in 
the lower left photo of Fig. 1.  Videos of this unit deploying 
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Fig. 3.  Symmetrical-Refraction Color-Mixing Lens. 



 

are available for viewing and downloading on the website, 
www.slasr.com , which also includes additional infor-
mation on this exciting new space concentrator array [11]. 
The key performance metrics for SLASR are summarized 
in Fig. 5. 

 
In addition to these improvements in the lens 

coating, concentrator cell, and array platform, long-term 
(months) high-voltage (2,000 - 4,500 V) testing has been 
performed on the fully encapsulated SLA receiver coupons 
to verify the feasibility of 400-600 V SLA high-power 
systems for solar electric propulsion (SEP) applications in 
space.  SLA-powered SEP systems can provide an 
enormous economic benefit for transporting spacecraft or 
cargo from one orbit to another, since SEP is typically 
many times higher in specific impulse than conventional 
chemical propellant systems [12].  Recent studies of SLA-
powered SEP systems have shown multi-billion-dollar 
savings for delivering cargo to the Moon in support of 
NASA’s lunar exploration program [12]. 

 
TERRESTRIAL CONCENTRATOR TECHNOLOGY 

 
 ENTECH has been involved in the development of 

terrestrial photovoltaic concentrator technology for more 
than 25 years.  Before 2000, nearly all of our terrestrial 
efforts related to silicon-cell-based concentrators, like the 
fourth-generation 20X module and system shown in Fig. 6.  
The performance, durability, and reliability of these 20X 
silicon systems were proven in long-term independent field 
tests, including the Photovoltaics for Utility-Scale 
Applications (PVUSA) deployment in Davis, California, 
where our concentrator system outperformed one-sun 
systems of many different types for about a decade [13].  
The PVUSA monthly efficiency data are shown in Fig. 6.  
We also installed a number of other 20X systems, from 
800 W to 300 kW in size.  These 20X systems use 
modified one-sun silicon cells equipped with more 
numerous metal gridlines needed for the higher currents 
under concentration.   These 20X systems have large 
tolerances for assembly, alignment, and sun tracking, and 

are therefore simple and robust to manufacture, install, 
and operate. 

 
Our interest in multi-junction-cell (MJC) terrestrial 

concentrators was initially sparked by outdoor testing of 
our space SLA concentrator modules in the 1999-2000 
timeframe.  While we had expected these space modules 
to perform relatively poorly under terrestrial sunlight, since 
the cells were optimized for performance (junction current 
matching) under space sunlight, these modules instead 
performed at outstanding module efficiency levels (from 
27-28% in 1999 to 30-31% by 2001) [14].  We immediately 
realized that this doubling of efficiency compared to our 
silicon-based modules would offer about 50% savings in 
area-related costs (land, foundations, tracking structures, 
etc.).  The high performance of these space modules 
under terrestrial sunlight was later explained by NREL as 
being due to the incorrect spectral content of the old 
terrestrial direct normal irradiance standard (AM1.5D), 
which is currently being replaced with a new direct normal 
irradiance standard with a closer spectral match to space 
sunlight than the old direct normal irradiance standard. 

 
Since multi-junction cells (MJC’s) are typically 200-

400X more expensive than silicon cells per square 
centimeter of cell area, much higher concentration will be 
required to make MJC’s cost-effective for terrestrial use.  
Therefore, a point-focus concentrator will be needed for 
MJC systems.  The point-focus equivalent of our 20X 
cylindrical line-focus lens is a 400X dome point-focus lens, 
since the cell is 1/20th as wide as the lens aperture for 
both.  For a linear concentrator, the 20X corresponds to 
the lens aperture width divided by the cell active width.  
For a point-focus concentrator, the lens aperture diameter 
is 20X larger than the cell active diameter, and the square 
of this diameter ratio (or 400X) provides the lens aperture 
area divided by cell active area.  To a first approximation, 
a 400X dome lens concentrator will offer most of the same 
benefits of the 20X cylindrical lens concentrator, including 
reasonably large tolerances for assembly, alignment, and 
sun-tracking.  Therefore, our initial optical approach for 
MJC concentrators is a symmetrical-refraction dome-
shaped 400X point-focus color-mixing lens (CML). 

Near-Term Performance Metrics of Stretched Lens 
Array on SquareRigger (SLASR)

� Compared to the State-of-
the-Art in Conventional 
Planar (One-Sun) Solar 
Arrays, SLASR Offers 
About:
�6X Better W/kg
�8X Better kW/m 3

�3X Better W/$
�5X Higher Wing Power 

Capacity
�6X Higher Operating 

Voltage
�Significantly Better 

Radiation-Hardness, 
Micrometeoroid 
Survivability, & 
Scalability

Parameter
Value for 
SLASR

Measurement or Model

Lens Transmittance 92% Measurement

Cell Efficiency @25C 30% Measurement

Net Lens/Cell Efficiency @25C 27.6%
Measurement (NASA Lear 

Jet Confirmed)

Cell Temperature on GEO 71C
Model (Validated on 

SCARLET)

Cell Temperature Knockdown 
Factor

91%
Measurement (Cell 

Temperature Coefficients)

Input Irradiance to SLA Lens 1,366 W/sq.m.
Measurement (International 

Standard)

SLA SquareRigger Gross Areal 
Power Density

343 W/sq.m. Model

Wiring/Mismatch/Packing 
Knockdown Factor

90% Model

SLA SquareRigger Net Areal 
Power Density

309 W/sq.m. Model

SLA SquareRigger Wing Mass 
Density

0.853 kg/sq.m. Model (Based on Prototype)

SLA SquareRigger Net Specific 
Power

362 W/kg Model

SLA SquareRigger Stowed 
Power Density

80 kW/cu.m. Model (Based on Prototype)

 
Fig. 5.  Near-Term Performance Metrics for SLA 
SquareRigger (SLASR). 
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Fig. 6.  Terrestrial Silicon-Based Concentrators. 



 

RECENT ADVANCES IN TERRESTRIAL 
CONCENTRATORS 

 
Since we have not yet optimized and procured the 

tooling to produce a 400X dome-shaped color-mixing lens, 
we have instead performed tests on precursor 
concentrator hardware as shown in Fig. 7.  One important 
precursor is a 26X line-focus 1 kW system using 
cylindrical color-mixing lenses focusing onto Spectrolab 
triple-junction solar cells operating since 2003 at 600 V.  
This unit is providing long-term outdoor reliability and 
durability data for CML-MJC technology.  Another 
precursor is the mini-dome lens module using a prism-
covered MJC from the wafer shown in Fig. 4.  One-sun 
current measurements of bare and prism-covered cells 
demonstrated a substantial 23% gain in current and power 
due to the prism cover.  One of these prism-covered cells 
was then installed in a mini-dome lens module to 
demonstrate the overall module concept, although this 
mini-dome lens is not a color-mixing lens, and therefore 
this module’s performance (about 29%) was substantially 
lower than for a future module using a color-mixing lens. 

20X SILICON VERSUS 400X MJC ECONOMICS 
 
Despite the incredible efficiencies of CML-MJC 

systems, our economic comparison of such systems 
versus 20X silicon systems does not yet show a clear-cut 
winner.  Fig. 8 shows our system price comparison under 
similar 20 MW/year production rates with a 33% gross 

markup (25% gross profit margin) for 400X CML-MJC 
system and two 20X silicon systems, one the current 
design (Fig. 6) and the other improved to reduce material 
content.  We have recently tested laser-grooved silicon 
cells from both NAREC and BP Solar which indicate that 
20% prism-covered cell efficiencies are achievable in 
production, with cell unit prices in the 5 cents per square 
centimeter range.  For comparison, Spectrolab states on 
its web site that 35% MJC’s with welded interconnects will 
cost about $13 per sq.cm. in 10 MW/year quantities. 
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1 kW CML-MJC Array       Mini-Dome Lens Module 
Operational Since 2003.          with Prism-Covered MJC. 
 

Fig. 7.  Precursor Hardware for CML-MJC Systems. 
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Fig. 8.  20X Silicon Versus 400X CML-MJC Systems. 


